
Experience is everything: Elevating 
the customer marketing  journey 
Gain customer insights across every stage of digital maturity  
with 360° CX   
Tech-savvy consumers expect seamless experiences across all channels and want to be 
presented with personalized and relevant deals and offers—all at the right time, on the  
right channel, and when they are ready to purchase. 

Research shows that brands are highly aware of the value of personalization, with 98  
percent indicating that personalized campaigns helps advance customer relationships. 
However, only 12 percent report being satisfied with the quality and accuracy of the  
customer data they receive to create customized targeting and personalization campaigns.

To provide more accurate, data-driven insights on consumer behavior and preferences, 
Deloitte Digital’s 360° CX solution combines customer data and behavioral context to  
enable brands to create highly personalized, memorable experience at every touchpoint 
 of the customer journey—from discovery to conversion to brand loyalty. 

With the power of Adobe Marketing Cloud, 360° CX can enable brands to:

 • Capture relevant customer data across multiple touchpoints—including offline  
interactions—to aid customer engagement at the right time, with the right content,  
and on the right channels

 • Engage consumers with personalized campaigns at every level of digital maturity

 • Provide marketers accurate, data-driven information about potential customers  
and how to engage them

 • Create hyper-personalized content based on individual consumer interest and  
unmet needs 
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360° CX solution demo
Facilitating the customer journey from start to finish
Consumers are consistently searching for the right product, at the right price, while being well 
researched and thoughtful in their purchase decisions. With the 360° CX solution, marketers 
can target and engage consumers through the customer journey—from a preliminary search 
for the right outfit and comparison shopping to final purchase decisions.  

The 360° CX demo emphasizes how the solution provides data-driven insights that can enable 
marketers to:

 • Create effective SEO/SEM search marketing strategies to increase brand visibility in search 
engine results

 • Target and reengage the customer with new campaigns at every stage of their digital journey

 • Leverage customer data platforms (CDPs), data management platforms (DMPs), and Adobe 
Experience, Marketing, and Ad Clouds to create and manage the right content, to the right 
customers, at the right time 
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To learn more about 360° CX, please reach out to:


